GPF: GMM-Inspired Feature-Preserving Point Set Filtering.
Point set filtering, which aims at reconstructing noise-free point sets from their corresponding noisy inputs, is a fundamental problem in 3D geometry processing. The main challenge of point set filtering is to preserve geometric features of the underlying geometry while at the same time removing the noise. State-of-the-art point set filtering methods still struggle with this issue: some are not designed to recover sharp features, and others cannot well preserve geometric features, especially fine-scale features. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for robust feature-preserving point set filtering, inspired by the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Taking a noisy point set and its filtered normals as input, our method can robustly reconstruct a high-quality point set which is both noise-free and feature-preserving. Various experiments show that our approach can soundly outperform the selected state-of-the-art methods, in terms of both filtering quality and reconstruction accuracy.